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Legal Disclaimer & Confidentiality

THIS PRESENTATION IS NOT AN OFFERING DOCUMENT. This Presentation is provided for informational purposes only and is being furnished on a 

confidential basis only to accredited investors who have expressed an interest in the Kiev Real Estate Recovery Fund.  It does not constitute an offer to sell, 

nor a solicitation of an offer to buy any security.  Such offers can be made only by the Private Placement Memorandum (“PPM”) and related subscription 

documents. Please be aware that this Presentation cannot and does not replace the PPM. It is qualified in its entirety by the PPM. The PPM is the document 

that you must read and rely on in its entirety in order to make an investment decision.

This Presentation may contain forward-looking statements, including the future plans, objectives, assumptions, estimates and projections of the management 

of Kiev Real Estate Recovery Fund (“KRER”).  Such statements are subject to a variety of known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors. There 

can be no assurance that certain cash flows, profits or returns will be generated and you could lose all or part of your investment.  Please refer to the risk 

factors set forth in the PPM.

The information in this document is proprietary and shall be maintained in strict confidence. Each recipient hereof acknowledges and agrees that the 

contents of this document (I) constitute proprietary and confidential information that KRER derive independent economic value from not being generally 

known and (II) are the subject of reasonable efforts to maintain their secrecy. Any reproduction or distribution of this document, in whole or in part, or the 

disclosure of its contents, without the prior written consent of KRER is prohibited, and this document shall be returned to KRER upon request.

RECIPIENTS OF THIS DOCUMENT ARE NOT TO CONSTRUE IT AS INVESTMENT, LEGAL, OR TAX ADVICE, AND IT IS NOT INTENDED TO 

PROVIDE THE BASIS FOR ANY EVALUATION OF ANY INVESTMENT. PROSPECTIVE INVESTORS SHOULD CONSULT WITH THEIR OWN 

LEGAL, INVESTMENT, TAX, ACCOUNTING, AND OTHER ADVISORS TO DETERMINE THE POTENTIAL BENEFITS, BURDENS, AND RISKS 

ASSOCIATED WITH MAKING ANY INVESTMENTS.



 Unique opportunity to invest in premium, centrally-located properties at historically low 
prices 

– Fund will target properties in the heart of Kiev, the capital and economic center of Ukraine

 Rental income provides superior yields 

– Relationships with foreign embassies and NGOs provide premium rents

– Long term (3+ years) contracts

– Gross rents of 12% on average

 Expected strong price appreciation 

– Residential real estate prices have fallen significantly and opportunistic buyers can achieve great value

– Current prices are 3-4x below historical highs

 Expected IRRs of 30%+ 

– IRRs are unleveraged
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Executive Summary 

The Kiev Real Estate Recovery Fund (“KRER”) is raising up to €5 million for an 

opportunity-driven, real estate investment company



 Dedicated management team 

– Management and Principals have committed a significant portion of the capital

– Interests are 100% aligned with investors

– Solely compensated by management fees.  Non-salaried

– Based in Kiev, experienced and connected

 Extensive local knowledge

– The fund is on the ground, well connected with local brokers (who know and trust us) and has executed the buying 
process many times 

– We achieve at least 20-30% off listed market prices due to our connections and response time

 Advisory committee & corporate governance 

– Diverse, hand-picked team of Ukraine’s most experienced and respected RE & capital market executives

– All investments independently vetted by the advisory committee

– The advisory committee receives no compensation and is non-salaried.  Many are direct investors and/or LPs in the 
fund;  all have interest in Ukrainian RE market deal flow

 Connections & colleagues 

– Strong links, and access to, the main ministers and foreign members of the current government

– Extensive links to the investment banking community

– Deep-rooted relationships with key commercial & corporate banking executives
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Veteran Management Team & Advisory Committee  

Why invest with us?



 Strongly aligned interests

– The Management team has committed significant capital at the same conditions as the LPs 

– Each management equity stake accounts for their single largest personal investment

 Opportunities that are simply not available to private buyers

– Securing long term lease agreements with embassies and NGOs requires complicated security checks and a long-
established working relationship

– Real value-added building approvals -- for rezoning, redesign or the option to add a top floor to buildings at <50% 
of the market price -- are practically impossible for the individual

 Tax optimization 

– A foreign buyer will pay taxes of 21% VAT on rent and 18% on capital gains. The fund pays 4%

 Capital repatriation

– The fund can easily move money into and out of Ukraine through a National Bank of Ukraine approved loan

– Private investors will encounter many hurdles, FX difficulties and extra costs

 Diversification

– Investing through the fund affords the investor access to a broad portfolio of income-generating properties, less 
tenant risk and greater occupancy rates
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Advantages of the fund

Why invest in the fund?
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Advantages of the fund

Why real estate?

 Real estate is the least volatile and most secure asset class in Ukraine

– Hard asset that is secure, has limited downside risk and has high tangible asset value

– Provides yield, growth and an effective inflation & currency hedge

– Visible, attractive & stable hard currency income flow

– Property will continue to be the most trusted store of value in Ukraine

 Real Estate has far less principal-agent risk than public Ukrainian investments

– Interests completely aligned as management and advisors have invested a significant portion of the capital

– Very strong property & ownership laws 

– Investors will be LPs in the fund and have strong internal controls 

 Prior to the creation of the fund, all members of management and the advisory board discussed at 
length the best strategy to catch the Ukrainian recovery

– RE was the unanimous choice as the best asset class from a risk/reward basis

– Income generating assets are a much better play than pure upside

– Restructuring risks for fixed income are far too opaque and political

– Ukrainian public companies simply do not have their interests aligned with investors



 KRER’s selection process is opportunity driven

– Acquire at below market cost through extensive local networks and ability to move quickly

– Medium-sized (90 – 250 /m2) apartments to hit the sweet spot for premium rental demand, liquidity and rental yields

– Re-design, renovate and refurbish with experienced & trusted local operating team

 Location and rental yields are paramount

– We solely focus on a very limited area in the prime historical center where embassies, international organizations and the 
business & political elite are highly concentrated

– Strong relationships with hard-currency paying embassies, NGOs & foreign corporations

– We have agreements in principal with several  Western embassies to provide them with accommodation for 3 + 1 
year terms

– Embassy waiting lists for modern, Western-standard apartments (up to 3 years)

– A substantial influx of embassy, NGO, IMF and consultancy experts from Western countries in support of Ukraine’s 
economic development & reform will drive demand

– Long-term contracts, with international lessees, provide high visibility & stability on rental streams in hard currency

– Low vacancy rates due to minimal turnover
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investment strategy

Central properties to satisfy growing diplomatic & expatriate demand  

Outperforming rental yields & capital appreciation



 Central Kiev will retain value much better than all other regions in Ukraine

– High demand plus low supply = higher liquidity

– Greater stability in prices and rents

– One city, one small area

 Extremely limited supply of appropriately renovated apartments for embassy staff

– Very limited selection of modern or refurbished Western-standard apartments

– Most new developments are either on hold or are completely shut down

– There is no opportunity to build new residential developments in central Kiev

 Landlords – Foreigners:  difficult relationships

– Landlords are typically difficult to work with and are unwilling to make capital investments

– Local landlords simply don’t meet the embassy/NGO selection criteria
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Kiev real estate market overview

Central location is critical



City of Kiev & Surrounding Suburbs 
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Kiev real estate market overview

The fund will focus on the very central ‘diplomatic quarter’ of Kiev



 Central Kiev Neighborhoods where the fund assets will be located 

– Fund will only invest in the diplomatic quarter in the very center of the city
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Kiev real estate market overview

The fund will focus on the very central ‘diplomatic quarter’ of Kiev

* “X” marks the fund’s first two purchases



 Extreme lack of quality supply in the diplomatic quarter and higher-end areas of the city 

– Very few high-quality, modern developments (none in the center)

– Older buildings with Soviet design, sub-standard renovations and aging infrastructure

– Landlords unwilling to provide capital renovation

 Kiev has a massive structural housing deficit 

– At 19.3 m2 per person, Kiev is far below the EU average of 41.6 m2

– Housing deficit particularly evident in the middle-to-upper segments

– Internal emigration (to Kiev from Donetsk) fueling housing demand

 Central Kiev is Ukraine’s nexus of wealth, business & political power

– The flow of investment capital is now solely concentrated on Kiev

– Donetsk no longer attracts, nor divides, where the elite concentrate their wealth
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Kiev real estate market overview

Unique market conditions with prices at 15-year lows



 Average price per square meter has dropped dramatically over the past several years

– Average prices have dropped ~75% on average from 2012 to  YTD 2016

– Price drops are particularly evident in the premium market

– As an example, apartments that previously sold for $8,000/m2 are now selling for $2000/m2 (and in some cases less)

KRER Historical Target Segment ‘000 USD /m2
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Kiev real estate market overview

Unique market conditions
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Kiev real estate market overview
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Peer Comparison: Global Housing Prices

 With an almost 50% price decline, Ukrainian housing exhibited the biggest average global price drop 
in 2014

Sources:  Bank of International Settlements, Colliers International, European Central Bank, Federal Reserve Bank of 

Dallas, Savills, Sinyl Real Estate Planning and Research and national sources

House Prices over the Past Year  (2015:Q2 or latest, annual % change)
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 Irrational exuberance after the Orange Revolution

– Hope of EU integration, stock market boom

 Extreme concentration of wealth over a short period of time in Kiev and Donetsk

– Donetsk was at one point challenging Kiev as a captor of capital

 Property as the primary savings vehicle

 Concentrated property location

– Intensified urbanization 

 Inflow of money from Russia/Eastern Ukraine

 Wave of major European bank acquisitions of local Ukrainian commercial banks (FDI)

– Significantly increased the availability of bank mortgage financing
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Kiev real estate market overview

Underlying factors behind 2007-08 property price surge



 Although expecting prices to return to 2008 levels would be overly optimistic, we feel that most of the underlying causes in the
price increase to 2008 will occur again

– Interest rates at historical highs, access to mortgage financing at historical lows, high inflation, falling wages, almost non-
existent FDI, very low bank liquidity, cap rates at historical highs, dedicated IMF support

– EU, Canadian and Swiss free trade agreements boosting FDI

– Improving confidence and investment climate alone should bring property prices to 2006 levels; implementation of real 
reforms, fighting corruption, freezing of the conflict in the East
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Kiev real estate market overview

Underlying factors for a market rebound 

 People are using RE as a savings vehicle more than 
ever

 Kiev attracts an even greater geographical 
concentration of capital

– The city is now the main regional political and 
diplomatic center of East-West relations

– Greatly increasing NGO, embassy, military staff

– No longer splitting capital between two 
competing regional centers (Donetsk and Kiev)

– Mitigates previous capital inflows from Russia

Ukraine GDP, FDI and Property Prices 2004-15



 Kiev has historically high gross rental yields 

– ~9% gross rental yields for Ukraine are well above European averages

– Rental returns are even higher in the premium spaces in Kiev

– The fund has a target 12% gross rental return threshold

– Due to the economic crisis, and overall panic, prices have fallen further than rents

CEE & European Average Residential Rental Yields (2014)
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Kiev real estate market overview

Historically high rental yields
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 Optimized for transparency, tax efficiency & dividend outflows

– EU based, secure, transparent, established and investor friendly

– Active investor input was vital

– Tax savings 

– Unified tax regime: 4% top-line vs. 21% VAT and 18% bottom-line corporate tax rate

– Payments out of UA taxed at 2%, zero taxation out of Cyprus 

– FX repatriation

– Cyprus LLC  Ukraine LLC  Properties

– Loan @ 11% from Cyprus LLC to Ukraine LCC approved, registered and audited by the National Bank of 
Ukraine

– Rents and property values priced in USD

 Ukraine’s top rated RE legal & notary teams

– Comprehensive due diligence

– Extensive title search & verification with guaranteed transfer of title

– All contracts & rental agreements individually tailored

– International firm Baker Tilly conducts all Ukrainian accounting functions

 CBRE Technical Due Diligence

– Foundation integrity, utilities, planning permissions, zoning etc. all extensively covered with indemnity 
protection
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Risk management

Baker & McKenzie-engineered structure



 Significant upside via event-driven price appreciation.  Downside risk mitigated by rental yields that are 
historically higher than regional peers

– Downside risks are protected by rental yields

– Rental yields are a significant portion of our calculated IRRs

– Notably, rents have significant upside potential

 Absence of leverage = limited interest-rate risk

– No exposure to interest rate fluctuations

– Low carrying costs due to no mortgage payments and very low property taxes

 Limited local-currency/devaluation or sovereign default risk

– Investments are pegged to the USD

– Long-term leases with top tier foreign tenants paying hard currency
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Risk management

Yield & downside protection
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Case study: recent apartment purchase 

Near Kiev’s most iconic landmarks 

 The fund recently purchased a 122m2 3-bedroom apartment located on 

Prorizna 10, one of Kiev’s most central streets

– Purchase price of $165,000 (~$1,350/m2) + comprehensive 

renovation of $81,160 = ~$2,017/m2

 Centrally-located apartment near the Golden Gate, Opera and several 

other local landmarks 

 Renovation is complete, apartment is furnished and we have a 

prospective tenant for $48,000 a year - a 16.2% gross yield
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Case study: recent apartment purchase 

Former Canadian Military Attaché residence

 The fund purchased, renovated and rented a 252/m2 premium 

4 bedroom apartment

– Purchase price of $450,000 ($1,786/m2) + renovation 

costs of ~$381/m2 = ~$2,167/m2

 Perfectly located in the center of the diplomatic quarter 

 Stunning views of Saint Sofia church and the city

 Rented to the US Embassy for $5,500 per month on a 4-year 

lease = ~11.6% gross rental yield
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Case study: Other assets under management 

One of Kiev’s most elite new buildings

 In 2006 the managing director of the fund purchased this 180m2 

property for a total cost of $520,000

 The property was rented to the British Embassy for four years and is 

now rented to the European Investment Bank

 Last 5 year net rental income of $260,000 -- an annualized return of 

10%
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management Team

KRER is a dedicated team of experienced real estate & investment professionals 

John Suggitt - Managing Director and Founder 15 years of experience in Ukraine

A Canadian citizen, John has a Bachelor of Business Administration from Simon Fraser University and a MBA

from the Richard Ivey School of Business. He has over 10 years of investment banking experience in Ukraine

and has spent many of these years also developing successful property investments in both Kiev and

Montenegro. His prior positions include Chief Operating Officer with Dragon Capital, Managing & Founding

Partner with Concorde Capital and Vice-President with MFK. Previously John had 10 years of retail and

commercial banking experience with the Bank of Nova Scotia, Canada. During his time in Ukraine John has

been regularly interviewed and quoted by The Financial Times, Bloomberg, Institutional Investor, Fortune

Magazine, CNN Money, EuroWeek, EuroMoney, Focus Money, FDI Magazine, The Kyiv Post, Kontrakty,

Delo, ForUm and Korrespondent. John speaks English, Russian and some Spanish, Serbian and French.

John Crockett - Managing Partner 10 years of experience in Russia and Ukraine

John, an American citizen, has a Bachelor of Arts in Political Science from Vanderbilt University and an MBA

from the Desautels Faculty of Management at McGill University. Mr. Crockett was previously head of Fixed

Income Loan Syndicate at VTB Capital in Moscow and has over 15 years of investment banking, real estate,

corporate & leveraged finance experience in the US, Russia and Ukraine. Previously, Mr. Crockett was an

Executive Director in UBS Investment Bank’s Leveraged Finance and Loan Syndicate team in New York,

where he focused on leveraged and mezzanine debt, high-yield bonds and asset-based lending, with a

specialization in real estate lending. Prior to that, John worked as an associate at Scotia Capital Markets in the

Corporate Finance team.
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management Team

KRER is a dedicated team of experienced real estate & investment professionals

Shane Sorg – Managing Partner 20 years of experience in Russia, Ukraine, Armenia and Azerbaijan

An American citizen, Shane has spent his entire career working in various countries of the former Soviet Union,

spanning the telecoms, forestry and investment banking industries. For the past 10 years, Mr. Sorg worked as a

Director at Deutsche Bank Russia, where he headed the equity sales trading team, which was consistently

ranked as the top international banking team in the market. In addition to his 10 year career in investment

banking, Shane has 10 years of experience launching and running start-ups in Ukraine, Azerbaijan, Armenia and

the U.K. Prior to Deutsche Bank, he teamed up with the Dixon’s Stores Group in the U.K. to launch Freetalk,

a VoIP telephone service. He also served as the President/CEO of AATV Communications, which was founded

in Armenia in 1996 and was the largest provider of wireless cable TV & Internet services in the country. Shane

originally came to Kiev in 1996 with Perekhid Media to run sales, marketing and advertising for Super Nova

Radio and the Dossier Dosuga entertainment guide. He holds a BA in Russian Studies from The University of

Pennsylvania, an MBA from The Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania and an MA in Internationals

Studies fromThe Lauder Institute at the University of Pennsylvania.

Vladimir Limakov - General Contractor 15 years of experience in Russia and Ukraine

A citizen of Ukraine, Vladimir previously was the Head of Structured Products at Citibank Russia and a

graduate of the Institute of International Relations (Kiev), Mr. Limakov is one of the premier investors and

consultants in Ukrainian RE. Over the past 8 years Vladimir has been the leader of some of the most successful

Kiev property developments, including Riviera Villas, Bober executive villas and DreamHouse Ukraine among

others. His average annualized return on capital, 2008 - 2014, is ~25%. Vladimir will be responsible for

sourcing unique investment opportunities, local problem solving and managing Ukrainian professional services.

Vladimir speaks Russian, Ukrainian and English fluently.
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Advisory committee

Chris Kamtsios 15 years of Private Equity experience in Russia and Ukraine

A Greek citizen, Chris Kamtsios was a Partner and Managing Director and was in charge of the private equity division at

Dragon Capital. Prior to this, he was a Senior Partner and Managing Director at Ineko Capital Partners and previously

Mr. Kamtsios worked for four years as a Director of investments at Commercial Capital Group, responsible for

investments in Russia and Ukraine. Mr. Kamtsios also worked at the Leveraged Buyout Division at JPMorgan Chase in

New York as a Senior Associate where he executed several buyout transactions. He has served on the Board of Directors

of several Eastern European companies active in the food processing, restaurant chains (fast food), distribution of

FMCG, construction materials, and transportation industries. Mr. Kamtsios graduated with honors with an Accelerated

M.B.A. degree in 1993 (sponsored by JPMorgan Chase). He received his B.B.A. in Finance and Investments from

Bernard Baruch College in NewYork in 1991.

Michael Stein 15 years of Capital Markets experience in Russia and Ukraine

Michael is a Canadian Citizen who has spent 15 years of his professional career in Ukraine and Russia. He has been an

active investor in Kiev residential real estate since 2004, when he first noticed the massive structural deficit of housing

in Kiev alongside high rental yields. His real estate experience includes identifying, evaluating, purchasing and

overseeing the renovation of several residential projects in both Kiev and the surrounding area and successfully exiting

all of these projects prior to the crisis of 2008 (with annualized IRRs well in excess of 35%). Mr. Stein also contributed

to the success of several high profile Kiev residential property developments including Green Hills and Riviera Villas.

His professional work experience includes advising more than 100 institutional investor, hedge fund and private equity

investors, in Russia and Ukraine, as a Director and Partner of UFG-Deutsche and as Head of Equity Sales with Otkritie

Capital in Moscow. Mr Stein holds a Bachelor of Commerce (Honors) from Queen’s University in Kingston Ontario and

an MBA from the Richard Ivey School of Business in London Ontario.

Every investment vetted through the Advisory Committee
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Advisory committee

Ian Colville 17 years of experience in equity markets and real-estate development

Ian, an American Citizen, is the Managing Partner of Carpathian Capital Management. Mr. Colville is a native of

Minnesota and has a BA in Economics from Carleton College in Northfield, MN and an MBA from the Wharton

School at the University of Pennsylvania. Ian has 10 years of Russian investment banking experience and 7 years of

management consulting experience. Mr. Colville’s prior positions include Managing Director with Citibank –

Head Equity Sales Moscow, Russia; Managing Director with Deutsche Bank – Head Equity Sales Moscow, Russia;

Partner/CEO Dream House Ukraine – The largest manufacturer and builder of wood-frame structures (homes,

condos, mid-sized commercial buildings) in Ukraine. Ian is currently the Managing Partner at Carpathian Capital

Management – an alternative asset manager in Minneapolis, MN USA with specific focus on residential real estate.

Every investment vetted through the Advisory Committee
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Real Estate Advisors

Terry Pickard 25years of experience in Kiev Residential Real Estate

Terry Pickard graduated from Lanchester Polytechnic with a degree in Business Studies and was one of the first to 

be offered such a degree in the United Kingdom. Early in his career, Terry was the youngest appointed director of 

Europe’s largest manufacturer of construction machinery, which placed him in a unique position to participate in 

European business at the collapse of the Iron Curtain. Terry seized this once in a life time opportunity and was one 

of the first Western businessmen to establish a business in the newly independent Ukraine in 1992.  Pickard & Co. 

Ltd is today a leading estate agency in Kiev specializing on VIP accommodation for the expat community, as well as 

commercial real estate and consulting & valuation services. Terry has firmly established himself within the business 

community of Kyiv as an elected member of the Board of the European Business Association, President of the Kyiv 

Lions Club and is now an honorable member of this organization.

Nick Cotton 15 years of experience in Ukrainian property management 

A citizen of the United Kingdom, Nick Cotton has been the Managing Director of DTZ Ukraine since 1999. With

over 26 years experience as a property professional, working both as principal and consultant, Nick has a broad

range of experience in all spheres of commercial agency, property and facilities management, investment

consultancy, research and development, strategic planning and valuation/appraisal. Nick has strategically

developed DTZ Ukraine to its present standing as the leading international real estate consultancy practice in

Ukraine, with over 30 employees, providing a comprehensive and fully integrated platform of services. Nick spent

5 years as Co-Chairman of the American Chamber of Commerce Real Estate Committee and 2 years on the board

of the European Business Association. He is currently a board member of the British Ukrainian Chamber of

Commerce.

Market leading RE Advisors
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Investment Terms 

Company: Kiev Real Estate Recovery Fund K.F. Limited

Type: Cyprus (Closed-End Limited Liability Fund)

Size: Up to €5 million

Minimum Commitment: €50,000

Management Fee: 2% per annum

Performance Fee: 20%

Dividends: Paid annually

Investment Term: 5 years 



 Seasoned management team with high level of continuity and experience investing through all market cycles

 Focused investment strategy fixed on central, prime Kiev property

 Proven ability to execute complicated transactions 

 Experts in sourcing, managing and exiting real estate investments 

 Long-standing relationships with reputable lenders, embassies, foreign corporate clients, advisors and development 
& operating partners 

 Independent firm with strong alignment of interest through the partner’s significant financial commitments

 Highest standards of client service, communication and transparency
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Key Investment Considerations


